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ABSTRACT
Experimental aerodynamic investigations have been made on a .0035
scale model North American Rockwell/General Dynamics version of the space
shuttle in the NASA/MSFC 14 x 14 Inch Trisonic Wind Tunnel. Static sta-
bility and control data were obtained on the delta wing booster alone (B-20)
and with the delta wing orbiter (134D) mounted in various positions on the
booster. Six component aerodYnamic force and moment data were recorded over
an angle of attack range from _100 to 240 at 00 and 60 sideslip angles and
from _100 to +100 sideslip at 00 angle of attack. Mach number ranged from
0.6 to 4.96.
This document is the first of four volumes presenting the results of
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Launch Configurations Piggyback, Belly to Belly and
Incidence Variations
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Booster, Orbiter Build-up
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angle of attack, angle between the projection
of the wind ~-axis on the body X, Z-plane and
the body X-axis; degrees
sideslip angle, angle between the wind XW-axis
and the projection of this axis on the body
X-Z-plane; degrees
yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is
rotated toward the positive Y-axis; degrees
roll angle, angle of rotation about the body
X-axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is
rotated toward the positive Z-axis; degrees
air density; Kg/m3, slugS/ft3
speed of sound; m/sec, tt/sec
speed of vehicle relative to surrounding
atmosphere; m/sec, tt/sec
dynamic pressure; l/2PV; psi, pSf
Mach number; VIa























wing area; m2, ft2
reference area; m2, ft2
wing mean aerodynamic chord or reference
chord; m, ft, in (see L f or LREF)
re
reference length; m, ft, in.; (see c)
wing span or reference span; m, ft, in
base area; m2, ft2, in2
center of gravity
abbreviation far moment reference point
abbreviation for moment reference point
on X-axis
abbreviation for moment reference point
on Y-axis






























force or moment about the Y axis
moment about the Z axis




















normal force coefficient; FN/ qS
axial force coefficient; FA/qS
base axial force coefficient;
[-1] [(Ph - Pcn)/q] (Ab/S)
forebody axial force coefficient; CA - CAb
yawing moment coefficient; Mz/qS bref












Common to Both Axis Systems
pitching moment coefficient; My/qS iref
side force coefficient; Fy/qS
Stability Axis System
lift force coefficient; FLlqS
drag force coefficient; FolqS
base drag coefficient
forebody drag coefficient; CD - ~
yawing moment coefficient; Mz,s/qs bref
rolling moment coefficient; Mx,s/qs bref
lift-to-drag ratio; Cden


































horizontal tail incidence; positive when
tra.1ling edge down; degrees
symmetriea.l surface deflection angle; degrees;
positive deflections are:
aileron total aileron deflection;
(left aileron - right aileron)/2
eanard trailing edge down
elevon trailing edge down
elevator trailing edge down
flap trailing edge down
rudder trailing edge to the left
spoiler trailing edge down
tab trailing edge down with respect
to control surface
antisymmetrical surface deflection angle, degreE;!S;
positive trailing edge down:
left aileron - trailing edge down
right aileron - trailing edge down
left eleven - trailing edge down
right elevon - trailing edge down
left spoiler trailing edge down












The booster model was composed of the following components
B20 - body (see Figure 8)
W14 - wing (see Figure 9)
C4B - canard (see Figure 10)
V8 - vertical stabilizer (see Figure 11)
and was tested alone in the complete configuration as well as in a buildup
mode. The orbiter model consisted of
B5 - body (see Figure 12)
W17 - wing (see Figure 13)
V17 - vertical stabilizer (see Figure 14)
and was tested in a buildup mode on the complete booster and along with
a booster buildup mode. It was also tested as a complete model at various
mounting positions on the booster. The Dataset Collation Sheets give a
complete summary of the configurations investigated. There were five orbi-
ter mounting positions tested. For the piggy-back mode, where the orbiter
was mounted on top of the booster, the baseline position had the orbiter
nose ahead of the booster (position 1) as shown in Figures 1 and 6~ .There
were two alternate positions tested in the piggyback mode and had the orbi-
ter nose aligned with the booster nose (position 2, Figure 2 and 6) and
the orbiter nose aft of the booster nose (position 3, Figure 3 and 6). Two
belly-to-belly mounting positions were tested where the orbiter was slung .




orbiter nose forward of the booster nose (position 4, Figures 4 and 6)
and the alternate position had the orbiter nose well aft of the booster
nose base to base (position 5, Figure 5 and 6).
Pertinent dimensional information on each of the model components tested




The Marshall Space Flight Center 14" x 14" Trisonic Wind Tunnel is an inter-
mittent blowdown tunnel which operates by high pressure air flowing from
storage to either vacuum or at~ospheric conditions. A Mach number range
from .2 to 5.85 is covered by utilizing two interchangeable test sections.
The transonic section permits testing.~t Mach 0.20 through 2.50, and the
supersonic section permits testing at Mach 2.74 t~ough 5.85. Mach numbers
between .2 and .9 are obtained by using a controllable diffuser. The range
from .95 to 1.3 is achieved through the use of plenum suction and perforated
walls. Mach numbers of 1.44, 1.93 and 2.50 are produced by interchangeable
sets of fixed contour nozzle blocks. Above Mach 2.50 a set of fixed contour
nozzle blocks are tilted and translated automatically to produce any desired
Mach number in .25 increments.
Air is supplied to a 6000 cubic foot storage tank at approximately -40oF dew
point and 500 psi. The compressor is a three-stage reciprocati~g unit driven
by a 1500 hp motor.
The tunnel flow is established and controlled with a servo actuated gate
valve. The controlled air flows through the valve diffuser into the stilling
chamber and heat exchanger where th~ air temperature can be controlled from
o
ambient to approximately 180 F. The air then passes through the test section
which contains the nozzle blocks and test region.
Downstream of the test section is a hydraulicall~ controlled pitch sector
that provides a total angle of attack range of 200 (IIOo ). Sting offsets are
o
available for obtaining various maximum angles of attack up to 25 .
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DATA REDUCTION
The eix aerodynamic forces and moments measured by the strain gauge balance
were reduced to coefficient form in the body axis system utilizing the fol-
lowing reference dimensions:
== booster wing planform area ==
lREF == c == booster wing mean aerodynamic chord == 3.095 inches
bREF == booster wing span == 6.099 inches
Moments are referenced, in all cases, about the booster nose which is booster
fuselage station 0, water line 0, butt line 0.
For the launch configuration and booster alone tests, static pressures were
measured at two locations on the booster base as shown in Figure 15. These
pressures were utilized to correct the measured axial force coefficient to
one which assumed free-stream static pressure at the base. The calculation









the balance cavity area. This force coefficient correction was determined by
where =
Therefore the final corrected axial force coefficient was:
SADSAC calculation routines were utilized to obtain stability axis data; to
determine the center of pressure location as a percent of body length (XCP/L);
to calculate cross-derivative data (Cyp ' ~6 ,CY6 etc.); and to determinee a





REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE
'MACH NUMBER per unit length (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit)
0.6 6.5 x 106 5.58 97
0.9 6.9 x 106, 7.96 95
1.0 6.7 x 10 6 8.33 98
1.1 6.7x 10 6 8.73 96
6 8.98 971.2 6.6 x 10
1. 46 6.6 x 10 6 9.56 99
1. 96 8.9 x 106 12.80 96
2.99 4.4 x 106 4.q5 q8
4.96 6.1x106 3.40 99
.
BALANCE UTILIZED: TWT Model 200 Moment Balance
0.3%







NF . 175 lbs
SF ·150 lbs
AF 100 lbs
PM 185 in. lbs
YM 160 in. lbs
RM 50 in. lbs
CAPACITY:
COMMENTS:
No satisfactory method is known for determining the abs olute
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































M~lro~O~E~: ~BO~D~y B~2~O ~ _
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Body for 13-15B Delt~ ~ling COllfigltr~t1on, c~tE:incl·~d
1~ ove~ basic (E19 ) body
DRAWING NUMBER: WI'-70-105222
DIHENSIONS:



























MODEL COMPONENT: W!U:in~~~W~ta.4 _
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: W 10 modified to unswept trailing edge and with twist
outboard of B.L. 340 linearly increasing to -4 degrees at tip and with leading
























Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC








































Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
B.L. of .25 MAC
*Fuselage stations are rQlative to an origin 3.500 inches ahead of
the nose of B19
20
; .
TABLE III (CONTINUED) •.
MODEL COMPONENT: . Co.nard Cl~
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Eo.sic conard for B-1SD Delta. W1n[~ Conf1(~rat1on














At Inbld equiv. chord
At OutbId equiv. chord




Area Moment (Normal to hinge line)





MODEL COMPONENT: Vertical Tail V8
---------------------








At Inb'd equ1v. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord





Area Moment (Normal to hinge l1n~)
DRAWING NUMBER:
"DIMENSIONS:
WT~71-105803 S~eet 1, Chg. Ltr. C















MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - :8?: _
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 9992-134B bodY. Delta wing o:-biter body including a
























--F. 75 , 0.00860
TABLE III (CONTINUED)
KlDEl COll?ONEtfT: tUng-U17
GENERAL DESCRIPTIOU: Delta virtg \Tlth -5· tv1st end rounded rln~ Ups. tUng






































Aerodyntmic Twist. degrees(about T.E)
Toe-In Angle
Cant Angle
Sweap Back Angles. degrees
Leading Edge
. Trailing Edge
0.25 Element Line .
Chords: 1n. .
: Root (Hing SU. 0.0) .
Tip. (equivalent) (~.s. 647.91)
MAC (u.s. 234.63)
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC














Root, (EQu1v.) (W.S. 237.61) 823.51
Tip, (Equ1v.) (w.s. 647.97) 116.45
MAC (w.s. 391.34) 558·63
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC ~1.Q3
W.P. of .25 MAC 65.31
B.L. of .25 HAC 388.43
LEADn;o E!)-:-:::: CUFF 46.13
,PlaDfOl"Dl area, tt2 . uP?,P6
,Iead1n~ edge 1ntercects 1'\18. ML@.. Sta., 1n. 11..'25.73
Iead1na; ed-,:e 1nterr-:!cts \l1n<: L• .::.. ~ St~ •• jn•














MODEL COV.PONENT: Vertical stabilizer - VII
GENERP.L DESCR!PTION: Centerline vertict\l 8tt~b1l1zer w:fth the ~ (hltl'f angle)
wedge trailing edge. Used 'With de1~ll'ing or"iliter body B5 (configura.tion
9992-1342) •

























Sweep Back Angles, degrees
Leading Edge ~5.0
Trailing Edge 15.734
0.25 Element Line . 39.3b<7
Chords: Theoretical Tip, in. 117.053
Root .W.P~ 214.29, in. 390.29
Tip, (equivalent),(W.P. 646.90 in),in. tie-t~MAC (W.P. 428.19 in.), in. ..' _
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC, in. 203 .10
W.P. of .25 MAC, 1~. 1.29.55
B.L. of .25 MAC, in. 0.0
Airfoil Section, Wedge shape with L.B.B. and fIat T.E.










Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC

















TABLE IV. INDEX OF MODEL FIGURES
Photograph of Launch Configuration; Orbiter in
Position 1 (Baseline, Piggyback)
Photograph of Launch Configuration; Orbiter in
Position 2
Photograph of Launch Configuration; Orbiter in
Position 3
Photograph of Launch Configuration; Orbiter in
Position 4 (Baseline, Belly-to-Belly)
Photograph of Launch Configuration; Orbiter in
Position 5
Booster-Orbiter Mounting Relationships
Three-View Sketch of Booster, E20W14C4BV8
Booster Body - :820
Booster Wing - W14
Booster Canard - C4B
Booster Tail - V8
Orbiter Body - B5
Orbiter Wing - W17
Orbiter Vertical Stabilizer - V17
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NGlftI AIdaJcAN acJCkWiU ooaJiOUlION






NORTH AMUICAN ROCKWELL OORPORATION
Delta W1Dg Booster - (Coat '4)
c-
1 111..82' I----'~-T---' - 5....7'6'





FIGURE ". VBRrICAL TAIL - va
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LOS ANCELES DiVISION
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWEl.L CORPORATION
2120
303.79 BL















'!'If CHORD (BL 546.01)
0012-64 SERlE) AIRFOIL
!=U;l/a.E.13. WING W1T 9992-134 D Configuration
LOS Ai~GELE') DIVISIO~
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL COkPORATION
rl,0Dr-;r, DESCFIPTIO!; - CONTINIDZJ






















NOTE: Location of pressure taps may vary slightly as installation will
be made during test setup.








































































































































































Tabulations of the plotted data and correspondlng
source data are available from SADSAC Operations.
51
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MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20+B5
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20W14+85
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MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH 620+65
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH 6Z0W14+65





























































BOOSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER BODY
.. ~







MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH 820+8'
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20W14+B'
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BOOSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER BODY
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MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20+B5
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20W14+B5
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4B+B5
1.4e9
- 2 a 2 4 •






. SREF 15.8580 SQ IN
LREF ll.0950 INCHES






BonSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER BODY
1.1088Ito
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MS~C49a NR/GD LAUNCH B20_B5
HS~C490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20W14_B5



















































MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH 820+B5
MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20W14+B5
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BOOSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER BODY










































"'S~C490 NR~GD LAUNCH 820+85
"'S~C490 Nri~GD LAUNCH 820W14+85
"'S~C490 NR~GD LAUNCH 820C4e+85
Rl!:~l!:Rl!:NCE INFOR"'ATION
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
1.098
CONrIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MsrC490 NR/GD LAUNCI1 El20+B5
MSrC490 NR/GD LAUNCI1 B20W14+B5
MSrC490 NR/GD LAUNCI1 B20C4B+B5
RErERENCE INrORMATION
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MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20+B5
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20W14+B5















sREF t5.8580 SQ IN
LREF 8.0950 INCM~S

















































MSFC.90 NR/GD L"'UNCH B20+B5
MSFC490 NR/GO L"'UNCH B20W14+B5
MSFC490 NR/GO L"'UNCH B20C4B+B5
1.95B
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BOOSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER BODY























































HS~C490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20+BS
HS~C490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20Wt4+BS
HSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4B+BS
I
RE~ERENCE IN~ORMATION
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~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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MSFC490 NR/GD L4UNCM B2otB'
MSFC490 NR/GO L4UNC.. B2oW14tB'
MSFC490 NR/GO L4UNC.. B2oC4BtB'
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 1'."'''0 SQ IN
LREF S.0950 INCHES
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ANGLE
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elF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES







B~~STER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE ~F ~RBITER B~DY
-4.0 I ! ! !.






































() MSFC49D NR/GO L4UNCH B20+B5
Zl MSFC490 NR/GD L4UNCH B20W14+B5<> MSF~490 NR/GD L4UNCH B20C4B+B5
REFERENCE INFORM4TION
SREF 15.1510 SQ IN
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MS~C490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20+B5
HS~C490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20W14+B5
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ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
t.9'8
CON'IGURATION DEsCRIPTION
MS,C490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20+B5
MS,C490 NR/Go LAUNCH B20Wt4+B5
MS'C490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4B+B5
to•
RE,ERENCE IH,ORMATION
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MSYC490 NR/GO L4UNCH B20+65
MSYC490 NR/GO L4UNCH BeOWI4+B5

















































































MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B~0+B5
MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B~OW14+B5























BOOSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER BODY
11110•
REFERENCE INFORMAtION
SREF 15 •• 5eo SQ IN
LREF 8.0950 INCHES
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~F ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES









MSFC490 NR/GD L4UNCH B20+B5
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20W14+B5
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MS~C49D NR/'O LAUNCH B20~B5
MS~C49D NR/'D LAUNCH B20W14+B5
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MSFC490 NR/GD L4UNCH 620+B5
MSFC490 NR/GD L4UNCH B20W14+B5















SREF 15.115110 SQ IN
LREF 11.0950 INCHES
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BOOSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER 8~DY
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MS~C.II0 NR;GD LAUNCH ezo-e,
MS~C4110 NR;GD LAUNCH eZOW14-e,
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BOOSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER BODY
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"S~C490 NR/GC LAUNCH 820+8S
"S~C490 NR/GC LAUNCH B20Wt4+8'
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B~~STER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE ~F ~RBITER B~DY
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MS~C490 NR/GD L"UNCH B20+B5
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20W14+BS























BOOSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER BODY
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HSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH 820+8S
MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH e20W14+eS



























BOOSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER BODY



















































MSFC.90 NR/~O LAUNCH B20+B'
MSFC.90 NR/~O LAUNCH B20Wl.+B5
























BOOSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER BODY
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HSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20+BI
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH 620W14+811
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MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B2D+6'
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH 62DWt4+6'
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH 620C46+6'
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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B~~STER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE ~F ~RBITER B~DY
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MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20+8'
MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20W14+8'
MsFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20C48+B'
REFERENCE INFORMATION















-10 - .. - ..
- 4
ANGLE
- e a e 4 •
elF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES






BOOSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER BODY
,40 h:-::t-:': -=- Ll-J·






















































-12 -10 - II - IS - 4
REFERENCE INFORMATION

















MSFC49D NR/GO L"'UNCH B20+B5
MSFC490 NR/GD L"'UNCH B20W14+B5
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4B+B5
I.95a
-. 0 • 4 IS







BOOSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER BODY
."'1 .-+. -l._ J.- ·_·-l~-- ~-- _. -f- f-- :--+-
""--"'-r ---+----t~ - .
----r-·t -+--t -t-
----. ... -- -+ f- .













































































- 2 a 2 .. 8
~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES






MS~C490 NR/~O LAUNCH B2D+BS
MS~C490 NR/~O LAUNCH B20WI4+BS


















































MSrC490 NR/~O LAUNCH B20+B5
MSrC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20Wt4+B5
MSrC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4B+BS
'Ito8
RErERENCE INrORMATION
SREr 15 ••580 SQ IN
LREr 3.0950 INCHES





- 2 a 2 4 •
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA POSITN ORB INC
0.000 t.aoa 0.000
0.000 t.oaa 0.000


























BOOSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER BODY
.-4--·1-·.1._ ... 1._.\_. ·1 ..... +,-+a='.--l._- -
---t- +- .. - - ..- -+--~+- ~-+- I
-'f +---. ..---- .---r~_.... ---+-













































































MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20+BS
MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20Wt4+BS
MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20C4B+BlI
t .098
- It a It 4 ..
DF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES






B~~STER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE ~F ~RBITER B~DY
.40 :±~.:::.::- ---L·-~-l- ~j--t: -._--














SREF 15.8580 SQ IN
LREF a.0950 INCHES





I----f--- + .~_. ·l"~­
--I-- 1-- ::::1::.:' . -r t-·t ---~ -, f:--. =t-: '. :r-'f
-ij~-~
- 2 a 2 4 •










MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20+65
MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH 620Wt4+65





































-++--+- ···!···-f·~t:=. ::r=- ~j-t:








SREF l~.e,eo sa IN
LREF S.09'0 INCMEs















MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20+B'
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B2oW14+B'
MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B2oC4B+B'
- 2 a 2 4 e














---i-:~.-W::: ~j -t:_I_:~ - :. ~-:L;
, r -+- Lf-~ - 1-- 1 ,l--+ '





























HS~C490 NR'~D LAUNCH B20+BS
HSFC490 NR,GD LAUNCH B20Wt4+BS
HS~C490 NR'~D LAUNCH B2DC4B+BS
-.400.0
RE~ERENCE IN~ORHATION

















\,0 \.S 2.0 2.S :1.0 a.s 4.0
MACH NUMBER
BETA POSITN ORB INC








t t-+-- + -+- t-t·







MSFC490 NR/GD I.AUNCH 620+6S
MSFC490 NR/GD I.AUNCH 620W14+6S
MSFC490 NR/GD I.AUNCH 620C46+6S
REFERENCE INFORMATION

























































B~OSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER BODY
• 40 ~.- --~=L :~+J=t --L H -\- ,-




'-+- t..~ t- =t:l-:t=..+:

































0.0 O.S t.a t.S
RE~ERENCE tN~ORMATtON












MS~C490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20+B5
MS~C490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20W14+B5
MS~C490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20C4B+B5
0.000




















































0.0 0.' 1.0 t.' 2.0 2.' a.o 4.0 4.' '.0 ,.,
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 1' ••'.0 SQ IN
LREF 3.09'0 INCHES



















MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20+B'
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20W14+B'








~STER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER BODY ALPHA= O., ~ 1
-
- f-- e-f-- ._- ..- -- .-





























































MSrC490 NR/GD L4UNCM 620+65
MSrC490 NR/GD L4UNCH 620W14+B5























t.ta i•84a- 2- 4
ANGLE eF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- 8- .-ta
..-
, ,~-t-l' - - f--',-,I I








































































MSFC49D NR/GD LAUNCH B2D+BSWI7
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20WI4+BSWI7











SREF 15.85eo llQ IN















~+ ---+-- ·-+-_·-,~~---+-j~-~-+-j~~+-+4-+--+-+~-+-+--+4-i--~~~-~-....-~-~·-.,..- ...- .• -. .~. __ •._+_~~-+-; I '! : I
r _ • ~I I I 1-- r- --0-- t- --t -
rj-1i ! -n-
. ,














































MSFC490 N~/GD LAUNCH B20+B5Wt?
MSFC490 N~/GD LAUNCH B20WI4+B5Wl?

























, , ~ ,
--!-~i --f-- .... ---t---- -, ..- -I I




































n~~ - 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 8 e 10 ,.







MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20+B5Wt7
MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20Wt4+B5W17



















8~~STER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE ~F ~R8ITER B~OY-WING
"2104a- 2- 4- 8- 810














































































MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20+BSWI?
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH'B20WI4+BSWI7

















SCALE O.OOllS \ SCALE
PAGE 44































































- a - . - 4 - l! a l! • a \0
ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA sET SYMBOL
IMaZ1aAl Cl




MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCM 6Z0+B5W17
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCM 620W14+65W17



















BOOSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF ~RBITER BODY-WING









c.1--- ..- ~f7 -...;:: ~
II..:l b? ....~
[&-~ l::~









































MSFC490 NR/GD L.AUNCH B20+B5W1?
MSFC490 NR/GD L. ... UNCH B20W14+B5W1?
MSFC490 NR/GO L.AUNCH B20C4BW14+B5W1?
REFERENCE INFORM"'TION
SREF 15.e580 SQ IN
L.REF 8.0950 " INCHES











- 8 - e
- 4
ANGLE
- 2 a 2 4 e







8~~STER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE ~F ~RBITER B~DY-WING






- -t$-- -- ._'._










































MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20+B5Wt7
MSFC490 NR/GO L4UNCH B20Wt4+B5Wt7
MSFC490 NR/GO L4UNCH B20C4BWt4+B5wt7
REFER£NC£ INFORMATION














-'0 - II - II - 4
ANGLE
- l! a l! 4 e







B~~STER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE ~F ~RBITER B~DY-WING
108
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 15.115110 SO IN
LREF a.0950 INC..ES
















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- 8- 810
CONFI~U"ATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC490 N,,/~D LAUNc .. B20+B5W17
MSFC490 N,,/~D LAUNC" B2DWI4+B5WI7
MSFC490 N,,/~D LAUNC" B20C4BW14+B5W17
1.098
, : , I , ! : r---+--+- ,-~H- -,--- f- ,- -- - f--
b. I--r-
'A fA r-l-- r----


















































B~~STER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE ~F ~R8ITER 8~DY-WING
••• ~r-!--~-- --too. -.- -+.-..- ! --too! --~ i~--l'--l




CONFtGUR .. TtON DESCRtPTtON
HSFCC90 NR/GO LAUNCH B20+B5W17
HSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20W1C+B5W17
HSFC490 NR/GO L4UNCH BZOC4BWI4+B5WI7
REFERENCE tNFORH4TtON
SREF 15.115110 SQ tN
LREF ~.0950 tNCHES













- II - II
- 4
ANGLE
- 2 0 2 4 II







.•• ", ! ! !
1-+- -+- c- - -+-.-t-+-+-+-+-t-+-t--+--+--+-+--+-t-+-+-+-+--+-+-t-+---+-J-I---+--l~-I-- -I- -r-- -->--'f\-
1-+- -l- -+- ~- _













































- 2 a e 4 6







HSFC490 NR/GD LAUNC" B20+B5Wt?
HSFC490 NR/GD LAUNC" B20Wt4+B5WI?










8~~STER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER BODY-WING




































HSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH e2D+ellWl7
HSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH e20W14+ellW17






















- 2 0 2 4 e

















BboSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER BODY-WING





















































- 8 - 8 - 4
- 2 a 2 4 8 II 10 H!










MS~C490 Nfi/GO LAUNCH e10+e5W17
MS~C490 Nfi/GO LAUNCH elOWt4+ellWl7






























































tI! Y -\0 - 8 - e - 4















































MSFC49D NR/GD LAUNCH B20+BSW1?
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20W14+BSW1?














































































MSFC490 NR/GD L"UNCH BZO+BSW1T
MSFC490 NR/GD L"UNCH BZOWI4+11SW1T
MSFC490 NR/GD L"UNCH llZOC4BWI4+11SWI7
REFERENCE INFOR""TION








- 2 0 2 4 II


















BOOJtTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER BODY-WING
'4.0 ~ .-t..-- -- .- _.. - ~-+- - --- -- --1---- -- - --~--+- --t-~'-r-'.1.·-i-1.-==+~=l- I -+--1t--+--·--+-+-+--+-+-+--+---+-t-t-+-+-+-+--+-+-+-+~f-+-+-t-·--l- ..- -~l--+-t.:.




































MSFC490 NR/GD I.AUNCH BZO+B5Wt7
MSFC490 NR/GO I.AUNCH BZOW14+B5W17
MSFC490 NR/GD I.AUNCH BZOC4Bwt4+B5W17
REFERENCE INFORMATION








- 2 a 2 4 II



















-i-t........-- ---~- ----t-- -- - =f t--t-f- ---t-i-f-~4-+- - --- -- _+-+--+--+--+-+--t--t-+-t-+-t-t-+-t-t-t-+-+--+--+--+--+~-l.~-1-1f- -+-1- - l--r--t-
\ I +-+-++-t-+++-+--+--+-+-+-+-t-+-HHH-l·~~---+---~-+---+---+-----I-+t- --- --r ,-1"---1--








































MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20+B5W1?
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20W14+B5W1?
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4BW14+B5W1?
REFERENCE INFORM~TION
SREF 15 ••5eo \ SQ IN
LREF 3.0950 INCHES





I'to•-- e a II! 4 •


















B~~STER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE ~F ~RBITER B~DY-WING
'.0 ' !!
...:t=~1=r= ~l=- ~~ __J.=.=.:= -++-I--+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+--+-J--+--+-'-+-4-~.-+-4-t-i--+-+-:j=t~ =r=-:-·r=L~~=L:r~ r








rt-++-.--+-'f-~-++-+-t-ll-+--++-+-t-t-t-+-+--+-I- .....-Jl;~--+-I~t-++-+--+-II-+--t-+-t-t--t-t--t--+-t-t-· f--- --f-













SRE~ 15.8580 sa 1N
L.RE~ 3.09S0 INCHES






- 2 a 2 4 •










MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B2D+BSWt?
MS~C490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20Wt4+BSW1?






















































































MS~C490 NR~GO LAUNCH 820+BSW17
MS~C490 NR~GO LAUNCH 820W14+B5W17
MS~C490 NR~GO L"UNCH B20C4BW14+B5W17
REFERENCE IN~ORMATION















- a - e - ..
ANGLE
- 2 0 2 .. e







,..-- _.........- '- ~ f--- -- f--' 1= !
-+-































































- 8 - 8
- 4 - It o It 4 8 I 10 11!










MS~C490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20+BSW17
MS~C490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20W14+BSW17

















SCALE 0.01lS5 I SCALE
PAGE 59




n-H-- --- H-'--- 1 t








































































-t2 -ta - 8
- 8 - 4 - 2 a 2 8 8 ta Ul
ANGLE DF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES






MSFC490 NR/GO L"UNCH B20+B5Wl?
MSFC490 NR/GO L"UNCH B20W14+B5Wl?





























B~~STER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE ~F ~RBITER BODY-WING








































- 4 - l! a 4











MS~C490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20+B5W17
MS~C490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20W14+B5W17



















t-+-o :- =Et:t:--U.-- -~E":-






BOOSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER BODY-WING
.040 _-4-_I ~__ r---_= ---\---


























































MS~C490 NR;GO LAUNCH Bzo+a,wt7
MS~C490 NR;GD LAUNCH BZOWt4+BSwt7



















a~~STER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE ~F ~RBITER B~DY-WING
.040 ....-1. __1__ 1... . -!--.1-- __ >-- _
-r--t -+- r-r..- -r





-f-+- -.+. __ I + -1 .•--1 1-· , ! 1
---t t-+. --t t- ··f- -. -- t . --I'· -rr-~ i ··-x-t-- -- -- t - . -''-
-! • -t--t +- - ---t- --- ---t _.- - •


































-10-Ie - II - . - 4 - e a e 4 II 10 Ie










MS~C490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20+B!lW17
MS~C490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20Wt4+B!lW17











SREF 1!!.1I!l1I0 SQ IN
LREF 11.0950 tNCHES
BREF 11.0990 INCHES
















































- e - 4
- 2 o 2 4 8 10 12










MSrC490 NR/GD LAUNCM B20+B'Wl?
MSrC490 NR/CD LAUNCH B20Wl4+B'Wl?
























.--' - + _l-_+__
._--+--+- --1·_·- ·+~tl!_-+-+~ .- -t-- _. ·-r . E
-H--+ f- r ~..t ..
















































8 8 10 te







MSFC49D Nr,/GD LAUNCH B20+B5WI?
MSFC490 Nr,/GD LAUNCH B20WI4+B5Wl?





















BOOSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER BODY-WING
.40 .=.;_ -~__ ~_.- ) +=±=_ .-:t--L - _=- - -;=
=L;- --:=- -±1~=- -i=t=:::.-:
.•• ..- - ---t- ~
-, -- - t-:i_ij--: -t- I !-- 1'-1
.:- ;=_L--r-, :::-=j--_-~J_:_-_--_ -+-~ - ( -
+--+ - ! t 1 ::::r--:t--L
f- ---f- -----













- e a e 4 e










MS~C490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20+B5Wl?
MS~C490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20WI4+B5Wl?






































8~~STER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE ~F ~RBITER BODY-WING
.40 -Ll..l, .,.1·,1_.' ,. t-· .,. !---f- -+--
~;....t..-+-=~1-'1'·-t I-~ _._:1= - .., ...
1---+-- •.-.. - , t- t-·- - .J-':'" .
•1' H-t--i
.,- t·- . -1 ·1-1. +--!.







MSFC49D NR/~D LAUNCH B2D.B'Wl?
MSFC49D NR/~D LAUNCH B20W14+B'Wl?
MSFC490 NR/~D LAUNCH B20C4BW14+B'Wl?
tatoII
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF U .8'110 SO tN






- 2 a 2 4 8






















































.... , . -+



















































































MS~C490 N~/GD LAUNCH B2D+B'W17
MS~C490 N~/GD LAUNCH B20W1.+B'W17
MS~C49D NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4BW14+B'W17
t.098
- 2 0 Ie 4 8










',LiEf.':., :..~ : t." _
+ t -.' ..1. ~

















- 2 a 2 4 41







MSFC490 NR/GD L4UNCH B20+B5W17
MSFC490 NR/GO L4UNCH B20W14+B5W17





B~~STER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE ~F ~RBITER B~DY-WING




























































BOOSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER BODY-WING





t j .. i --L .! .t.;. i : <



































































MS~C490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20+B5Wt7
MS~C490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20W14+B5W17
MS~C490 NR/GD LAUNCH B~OC4BWI4+B5Wl?
1.955
- 2 a 2 4 8

















~":"'::::'.. ~::..=..:.: -1-.. C-'
---- --- ~.----- -
-+-___ +---t.--
.1--1.. -~- 1.1. I. I . I
~- t- _..• ~ ... +
.. _·t--·· -t·










































































MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH BZO+B.Wl?
MsFC49D NR/GD LAUNCH BZOW14+B'Wl?
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH BZOC4BW14+B.Wl?
0.80Z
- It a 2
'"
e











'-t t-' i '
10
REFERENCE' I NFORMAT I ON







.- - t~::. ::-tt~ .. ,- : -t+l'.~'
--0- =r - ---+:= -- -::=F':::
-f- H=
,1-
- 2 a 2 4 8








MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20+B'Wt?
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20Wt4+B'Wt?
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4BWt4+B'Wt?
0.e99
BOOSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER BODY-WING
-.: f .- 1-- -! "'- -!
f-- _::J .-t L





















































~~~STER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE ~F ~RBITER B~DY-WING







--- - t'-- ~ - .-
..: .-- :=:1- :=-:
I , •















MS~C490 NR/GD LAUNCM B20+Bswt7
MS~C490 NR/GD LAUNCM B20Wt4+BSwt7











- 2 0 2 4 •






















































BOOSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER BODY-WING
.4t1 ~. I .. l .....l-L--l. .----l--
~-+--+- t " .
-- ..--... -_.~.- '-L+~'































MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH eeO+e'W17
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH eeOW14+e'W17
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH eeOC4eW14+e'W17
- 2 a 2




























































- 2 0 2 4 8










MSFC490 NR/GO L4UNCH B20+BIWt?
MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20WI4+BIWt?













-1. _ _ '.'.·-~t=~a
I
L-_.~- ~ ! t : .
-Lt-' ~ i
















































0.' t.O t.'0.0 2.0 2.' 5.0 4.0 4.' '.0
MACH NUMBER
DAT4 SET




MSFC490 NR;GO LAUNCM B20+B'Wt?
MSFC490 NR;GO L4UNCM B20Wt4+B'Wt?











SREF 15.6560 I SQ IN
LREF 5.0950 I INCHES









·B~~STER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE ~F ~RBITER B~DY-WING
••0 ~.. ! _1 __.






f- .- ±~~. ,,' ~ _~ ---1:1:'. -- -- 'tI
- ·-f- -, , - - - -

























































MS~C490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20+B5W1?
MS~C490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20W14+B5W1?



















BOOSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE ~F ~R8ITER 8~DY-WING
•40 ~_L~ _L _~-1_..L-l-. __







! ! I I II! I
-.- f--1 +.. - • I t'·





:T -- I I















































MSFC490 NR/GD L"UNCH B20'B,wtT
MSFC490 NR/GO L"UNCH B20Wt4'B,wtT





































~ V "1t>l W












































MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20+B'Wt?
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20W14+B'Wl?











SREF 15 ••580 SQ IN
LREF 3.09'0 INCHES






ALPHA=O •~ : I 1 I i ~
,
I ! I ...- - -- _. - _..- _. --

































































MSPC490 NR/GD LAUNC~ BZD+BSWI7
MSPC49a NR/GD LAUNC~ BZOW14+BSW17

























































-so - II - II - 4 - l! o 4 II II so ,.










MS~C49D NR/GD LAUNCH B20+B'Wl?Vl?
MS~C490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20C4B+B'Wl?Vl?



















~f1rr:itR RIHIJ)IJP IN PRE:ENCE fJF C~MFLETE ~R8lTER
" " ...-
• -.. - ?"--- , .










I ~ -j--"-- ~'-l--1~_..____J---++-4__i-+-+-+_+-~~__+_....-. -1 - .., of- ~
-+- ,-;- -ri Til I i-"-'i--J + --t--~- -,
, .• l-~l;-++~""'7'~-T-r-t-t-'1r-t-It-t-+++-+-+-+--t-i-t-jt-t-t-t-+-+-++++-+-+-4-i-";I_I~;""'~l...""'-+~


















MsPC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20+BsWl?Vl?
MSPC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20C4B+BsWl?Vl?





























































t2 -to Y' - 8 - IS - 4 - 2 0 2 4 IS 8 10 12

































MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH BZO+B5Wt?Vl?
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH BeOC4B+B5Wt?Vt?



















8~~STER BUILDUP IN FRE3ENCE ~F C~MPLETE ORBITER
-. . . - --.- ~ --+ + __~'-+-+--I"--"_;-..f__ -~'_~-+--._-+- -1 • 1 1
.. .... .. .. .......
_~ •__ ---r- .+-_-----4.-~~_t,-.-+1-1-t-.f--++-+!~._f-i-+_1-"1-+-...1_+- '+ _+. ~_ _. + i




































-til: -to -. - e -. - It a • II
to
ANGLE CF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL





MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20+B'Wl?Vl?
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4B+B'Wl?Vl?











SREF ".e,eo SQ IN








. , : . , ,, ,. ., _.
-. .. -~ --.---+_. -- ..- ..+- - ....., I i ; I I ,
-t·_+ i' - -- - - i I=t+f-Tjt- -it ··f-...... ·-+-1-- .._- -- f-- .-
--r-' - ~f- - i I ' I t-- --t-o -+, I I , I ,
I


































































I N3222A I <>
MACH
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B2D+B5W17V17
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4B+B5W17V17































































MS~C49o NR/GO LAUNCH B20+BSW1?Vl?
MS~C.9o NR/GD LAUNCH B2oC4B+BSW1?Vl?










SRE~ 15.8580 SQ IN







-t-- !-~ffi= ' 1 '
'if
-. .- -.



















































- e -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • e 10 II!







MSFC490 NR/~D LAUNCH B20+B5WI?Vt?
MSFC49D NR/~D LAUNCH B2DC4B+B5Wt?VI?



















8~~STER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE ~F C~MPLETE ~R8ITER
12108842a
- 2- 4- e- 8-10

























































MSFC490 NR/~O LAUNCH BZO+B5WtTVtT
MSFC490 NR/~O LAUNCH BeOC4B+B5W1TV1T
























i-~t-- ' 1 , I 1
-+- --I,-f----- -- f--,- _. -- -- --






















































- 4 - 2 o 4 8 8 10, Ie










MS~C490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20+B5W17V17
MS~C490 NR/GO LAUNCH BZDC4B+B5W17V17



















BOOSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE GF COMPLETE ORBITER
~~---+- I I
---t·+-t= I +- -f- -- r-. - lf- f-.. - f- . •. --~rio f--I .- --




















































ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
1.9511
CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
"S~C490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20+B5W17V17
"S~C490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4B+B5W17V17
"S~C490 NR/GO LAUNCH BZOC4BWI4V8+B5WI7V17
1210e
REFERENCE IN~OR"ATION
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MS~C490 NR,GO L"UNCH Bl!0+B5Wl?Vt?
MS~C490 NR'GO L"UNCH eZOC4B+B5W1?V1?











SREI" 15.0560 SQ IN







BOOSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF COMPLETE ORBITER
-4.0 . ! '~·-t-I· ._-~ .- - -, -- '-- - -.--~'-- -_. --- T.- '- --t·- t--~~t' ++-+-t--+-1-l-l-'-'I-+-+-+--+-+++-+-+-+-J-I-l-I-I---+-- --.- - - -.- ._- --- -->- - _. -- ---.+-+- >-- .- - .. ~- -- r- -- "-- --' .
! ',- +-~~+-+-+--+-t-t-,-+-+--+-t-t-+-t----t--+-'-+--i-+-t-+--t--l-+--+-1f-+-t--+-~. -. -t. --t----- ..
-1.1
I-ir--l-+-t-+--++++-+-+-+-+-HH-+-t-t-t--+-+-t-+-+--t-+-......,HH-+-t-++-+--t-+-+-+-+-+-I-:~-jf-t-t-­































ANGLE CF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES














HS~C49D NR/GD LAUNCH BZO+BSWt?Vl?
HS~C490 NR/GO LAUNCH BZOC4B+BIIWt?VI?
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8 8 to ta










MS~C490 NR/GD LAUNC>1 B20+B~W17V17
MS~C490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4B+B5W17V17



















B~~STER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE ~F C~MPLETE ~RBITER
--. •.. _-.... -_.:--t------t--~-T_'+-t-~t-+---t-+-+--+-~-'-+--'---'-4--_.".-•.- -'-" ........
t-t--+-+-++-+-+-I--f-+--+-+-++-+-+-t-...,f-+-+-+++-t--t--t-lr--l-+-+--+--+-+-+--t-lf-l-+-+--+-+-+-t-l'-t- I_--
.... _....- +---.. -.- -t-- ·--t-lr~-r4--f-i--r-+-t-i--t-+-t-j-t-+-+-+-t-~+-+---+-~~~-- ..---+ _..+ •
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MSFC.90 NR/GO LAUNCH B20+B'W17V17
MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH BZOC4B+B'W17Vt7




















B~~STER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE ~F C~MPLETE ~RBITER




- 8 - 8
- 4 - l! a 4 • 8 10
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL
(M'214A I 0




MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCM B20+B5Wt7Vt7
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCM B20C4B+B5Wt7Vt7



















BOOSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF COMPLETE ORBITER
••0 --t=LE"--L ._~__ __ t- ---'-r:: -










.- --- . -f--- f--


















+-+-+-+-+-+-+--·HH~-t-+-+-t--+--+--+--+-+-+-+-+-+-H~~-t-+-+-+- ....-+- _. .. .- --
-j--I-1f-·~-I-+-++-+-I--jf-~-I-+-+-+-+-I--j-1-t--+-+-+-+-f--jf-1-+-+-++-4-t·-f-- -- ..
1-+--I--4-I-+--+-4-I-+-+-4-I-+-+-+-I-+-+-+-I-+-+-4-I-+-+-4-I-++-4-I-+-J--j~---~ . - -
~t-t-t-t-t-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-++-++++++++++-+-+-+-t-t-+-+-+--f--f-t-iHHr-r-t-t-t-+-t--­~t-t-t-t-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-++++++++++++++-+-+-t-+-+-+-+-+--f--f-t-iHHr-I-t-t-+--·f- f-
t-t-+++-+-t-t-t-+-+++-+-t-t--tl-t-t-+++-+-t--tl-t--t-++-+-t-t--tl-+-t-++-+-t--jr-t-t-; - - _. f- f-
t-+-+-+-+-II-+--+-+-+-l-+-+-+-+-+-lI-t-+-+-+-4-I-+-+-+-4-1I-+-+-+-+-l-+-+-+-+-t-t-t -+--+-t-- .- - -- -- --
.- ... _. -----

































































MS~C490 NR'~D L"'UNCH B2D+BSWI?VI?
MS~C49D NR'~D L"'UNCH B20C4e.eSWI?VI?










REFERENCE INFORM ... TION

































..n~C"90 NA/GO L"UNCH B~0.B5W'?V'?
"8~C"90 NA/GO L"UNCH B~oC"B.e5WI?VI?




r-t-+-+-t-++-t-t-+-t-t-t-+-t-t-t-+-+-1-b'YL..---::;::r-t~-I$ilt-:::l .....::-t-+-t--t-t-+-+-II-+-+-I--If-+-+-.-~+--+-I-- f-- - .•
~ ~ ........ I.....
, ./ _...- IV'
ty "
t--r-HHHHHHHHH-l-l-l-t-t-t-t-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-++++++++++++-+-·t-H~-lc-· '- -f-
.....+-+-t-l-t-+-+-t-t-f-+-++-t-lr-t-+-+-+---f-..F-+--f-'\r+-l--lf-+-++-+-II-~-+--+--+-II-l-+--+--+-I~._- - ..- - f---
~+-t--+-..-+-t-1-+-+-t--1f-+-+-t--1-+-+-t--1f-+-+-+-1f-+-+-+-I-+-+-t-~+--+-t-~+-+~-.!--- --+= r:-:. I--=- .-
t-+-++-+--t-ir-t-t-++-t-+--t-I--t-t-+-+-t-+--t-I--t-+-++-+-f-l-I-+-+-++-4~-I~t-+-++-+-~ I-- -f-- f--o
r-+-++-t-+--1-I-+--+-++-t-+-jf-I-+-+-++-t-+-jf-I-+-++-+-f---+-I-+-+--I-+-+~~f-+-+-·l-f- .- - f-. _. f-...
t=~=~=~=~=~:~:~~~~~~~~~~=~=~=~=~=t=t=t=t=t=t=t=t=t=t=t=t=t=t=t=t=t=t=t=tjtjt=tjtjtjt-f-f .... .-r .f- - ..- -- ..
8~~STER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE ~F C~MPLETE ~RBITER
••0 ":~lt·~t.~r:. ~t::-_ ..~~:._-++·--+-~-+---+---t' -+-+-+-t-t-t--t-iH--+--i-+-+-+-+-+-+-+--.J..-.+..-+-~.-!-~=~-=~ •.~.·:'[:-t~ -·f .J~ ... t:·.~t·.
'., .. r+- t--l·· -t--o .+-t-- . . .. . ...
j I ..
OllTII II!:T
l"lIt' .. " ,
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~-~:=-i=-: d?-:~ -- ' ,
·-f=-FF t =r.1.-' r-t--~--' =f '=~Fi~-f--t-r - "r -~_.-+-~- ..-- f--f-+--- .- .~- _. -- ·-t··-. '-j i .

































II -. - 4 - It Q It 4 • II to te
ANGLE OF ATTACK. AU HAt 0 GREES
T SYMBOL CONF'IGURA TION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVORB REF'ERENCE I NF'ORIUi TI ON
I 9 MSF'C490 NlUGD LAUNCH B20+B5Wt?Vt? 0.000 0.000 SREF' t5.115110 SQ I'"I MSF'C490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4B+B5Wt?Vt? 0.000 0.000 LREF' a.0950 I ...CHES
























































































MS~C490 NR/~O LAUNCH BZO+BSWt7Vt7
MS~C.90 NR/~O LAUNCH BZOC4B+BSWt7Vt?
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BCDSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE CF CCMPLETE CRBITER
t:::':-:l . :t-l .:: ::.: ::~=L:=- j--l-= ~. --f- ..!.
~.-.-. _. +-. r--t-- + t -+-+-- ~- _1._~ • ~ -+.':' ._. t-:' -~.+-.:- - - --- +...
_:-r- B--: .:4= .. ;:'. -- r- .














































MS~C49D NR/~O LAUNCH B20+B'Wl?Vl?
HSFC490 NR/~O LAUNCH B20C4B+B'Wl?Vt?
























- 2- 4- 6
= -
- e
BOOSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF COMPLETE ORBITER
.040 --~ - I • f- -=t. .=:. .-- I - . --T--
_-<-.--.. t- ~~ -- ._- ~ ---4----
tLtt -~.-•. --l~·-- --:t:::- ±
.01111 ...... -I- _'__ - __














































HSFC49D NR/GO LAUNCH B20+BSW1?Vl?
HSFC490 NR/CO LAUNCH BZOC4B+BSW1?Vl?




















8e~STER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF C~MPLETE ~R8ITER







- _. _. ,._.-
.. f- --.-~--l ~! _+-=-. ~ L_ '
. - -- t:t-+-- --1. ~ t





















































MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20+B5W17V17
MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20C4B+B5W17V17



















QF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
B~OSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF C~MPLETE ORBITER


























































MSrC490 Nr./GO LAUNCH B20+B5Wl?Vl?
MSrC490 Nr./GO LAUNCH B20C4B+B5Wl?Vl?



















~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BOOSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF COMPLETE ORBITER
.e4e :=.t- ~::--: : 't=:'-EI--fl-- -~=f$-+::!-- -- -_. ,-.-
--+-+- ~ - -- -
...-~ +-- ,--','-- --.. , .
.e., H--', - --- --f- -- --
~r--+--+-- f- ---




. ! -! -! ... J-' ,
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=t-=+-----. -- -t - -~
+ r-::~-t-l-J:
-4-f- --+ t r-


























































MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20+BlIW17Vl?
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B2DC4B+BlIW17V17
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MS~C490 NR/GO LAUNCH e20.e5Wl?V17
MS~C490 NR/GO LAUNCH e20C4e.e5W17V17



























































- 8 - CII - 4
- 2 a 4 6 8 10
-f-
III
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
D"T" SET SYMBOL
( 1112t .... ' (.)
(1ll2tS .. , n
(03222'" 0
M"CH
CONFIGUfi .. TION DESCRIPTION
MSFC"9D NR/GO L"UNCH B20+8SW1?Vl?
MSFC"90 NR/GO L"UNCH 820C48+8SW1?Vl?



















































BOOSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE CF COMPLETE ORBITER
.t-t --t+--L-L--l--l- -t=t:'-::t:f-=t:=tf-::j:f--=tl-:: - -A--l-,·----+--+_>.-4I------f----l- --Et-~l-l 1 !'~-:-::~:-- -T-r-r.~I--t t::r-- t- ,- --t--+-~---+-...---~= --, -1--+ -t- _-+ __ t-





















- 8 - IS - 4 - 2
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MS'C490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20.eIlW\7V17
MS'C490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4B.e1lW17V17











SREF 15.8580 SQ IN
LREF 1I.09110 INCHES


























































- II - G - 4 - lit a 4 e 10 t2
ANGLE QF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMBOL
11'214Al 0




MS~C490 NR/GO LAUNCH BeO+BSW17V17
MS~C490 NR/GD LAUNCH 8eOC4B'BSW17V17











SRE~ 15.eseo: SQ IN
LRE~ ~. 0950 INCHEs






















































- 8 - IJ - ~ - 2 a ~ 8 8 to
c- - f--
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MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20+BSW1?V1?
MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20C4B+BSW1?V17


































86~STER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE ~F COMPLETE ORBITER
_..• __1 .1 .. --1- 1--1-- ,-4_ .1.
----- •.+_._-+--+-
~---. _.- : !
~-. ---+----+-~
~----+-
--. --1 - 1. I I !
-r .---f -- • -f-- t
.. - -t-- -t~·+-.








ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- 6 - 4












MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20+BSW17V17
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4B+BSWI7VI7























- 8 - 45 - 4
- 2 a 45 8 10 til:










MSFC49D NR/GO LAUNCH B20+B5W17V17
MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20C4B+B5W17V17



















BOOSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF COMPLETE ORBITER
.40 ~_-~± --E.l---~--·;- --~--l t _~- -~f-
--+---.- --+--- f-- r-t-. - ~-~--. +-- - , t-+-- --+- -~- -~- t-
.IS -+:::"1-_t ~---
-I-- -
+--~I-.-+- f---~--!' ."--1- +-f·--f·- f-+- - -I 1 I
--r-+--f--f---+---o- l - ---f-·" -~_ .. ·-t--·-
-+- _ . '1- -+ -t +--'- ..-..~-- -,·tt--;
, ---r--I-- +--r- f-+-~--t-- -- -+ -t-. ·t -. - -.-
- ~--' -'- -I---t-
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-- -- + - --



















































- l3 - 4
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MS~C49D NR/GO lAUNCH B2D+B9W17V17
MS~C490 NR/GO lAUNCH B20C4B+BSW17V17





























. .-E·· t:··=t== .
_1.. -.L-l.. ..l I IT -r T
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- 8 - 8 - ..
- 2 o 2 .. 8 8 10 12







I-1SFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20+B'W17V17
I-1SFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20C4B+B'W17V17





















B~~STER BU ILOUP IN PRESENCE OF COMPLETE ORB ITER
-. __ 1 -1 - __ 1 _1-_.1__ .---1----1-- -~__1__1 _~----l---1- - --1._1 __ 1 1-_1--1 1-- __1_ 1-__ 1 I 1 I 1 1
~-:Et=E:r::::::~~E:~}=t~ ~f-:=S ~:::~~ ~j:~- ~rl-1:=:-::.r_=Ei=- ::to:: : - f- i: t -
-t~- -- f-'-'-I-' --- f"'"i"-' - • •
=- .-- --- -r- -- - - .:+~~=..:.. ~_-=. :. .- f:-r-: ~.
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- 8 - e
- 4
- 2: o 8 8 10
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MS~C490 NR/GD LAUNC~ 620+6'W17V17
MS~C490 NR/GD LAUNC~ 620C46+6'WI7VI7






















.. .. t ~ f."~ .. t •• ~ •
B~~STER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE ~F C~MPLETE ~RBITER
••e ~Ll .•. I..• I •••. 11·1 •.. 1_1.1. ·-f-III .111 1.. 1 11 I
~:=:~ .~.: -~~~:~:.-: ~:~:'-.:::::_-·::=Lt±:=~~·~~E .=.Lii:~:~ :1~il1
~-+-+-.
TITT I I I I
.... .. f' .......
·!li·;· J! : :
+. ~->-- ~~j::~i /::jJ.J~.
·t+
----'po--
- •• -+ t
. I ... ~ . ~. f
.t-. t-+..
































0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 S.O S.S 4.0 5.0 S.S
MACH NUMBER
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20+BSW17Vt7
HSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20C4C+BSWt7Vt7























BOOSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF COMPLETE ORBITER
•410 --t-.I .1_ 1- -I -I l 1--1' -1-- -- f--, -I·
..-~--~--~ ..J=t.t'_~=::;.--' 11~.:._- :=::_.1': . ..~ "+- r-,--






-t + -~-If -I ~Jl


















































MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH 820+85Wl?Vl?
MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH 820C48+85Wl?Vl?



















B~~STER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE ~F C~MPLETE ~RBITER
• 40 I--~---l-+--l-- -! - !-! -l- --l---t-+ +- --
-." t +-~.- ,-- -+- ~ -
.1' ~ -j-->--- --~t--+-+--
1- 1-- - -
ALPHA;O .
l- ---1-- -I -! -I- .. III !



















MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH 820+85W17V17
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH 820C48+85W17V17






























"'l. ..... r'\. / ~~
l§ 1"- ;:x f?V r""'V
U .. /. j;2l
-a .•
-Q.8






































MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH 620+65W17V17
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C46+B5W17V17






















OSTER BUILDUP IN P-BESENCE OF COMPLETE ORBITER ALPHA=O.
-.--.-.t-+- I -t-' I \1 1 i ._1 _
=f$ Tf~~- .•. I( 'i l:H! l :~r-+-, ,I -+-t- I~ -. - - ~-i . 1
! I I



















































MS~C49a NR/GO LAUNCH B20+B5Wl?vt?
MS~C490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20C4B+B5Wl?Vl?

































































MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCM 620+6S
MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20+6SW1?










- 8 - 6 - ..
ANGLE
- I! a 2 4 8







sREF 15.8'80 SQ IN
LREF ~.a9'a I NCtil!:S





































SREF 15.115110 SQ IN
LREF 3.0950 INC ..ES





- 2 a 2 4 II
elF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES






MS~C.90 NR/GD L4UNC" 1l20+1l5
MS~C490 NR/GO L4UNC.. 1l20+1l5Wl?
MS~C490 NR/GD L4UNC" 1l20+1l5Wl?Vl?
0.89?144CH
SYMlltjL
-0 • e .............................a-..........-J'--J-.................._I-..........J.-1_L...J.......L...J.-JL-J.......L-L-JL-.l-..I--L.-1_L.....L--L....J._l-.J-....L-1-L-.............-&-L-...................- .............-:'

































































- 8 - G - <I
- 2 o 2 4 • • 12







MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20+B5
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20+BSW17
























- 2- 4- 8- 810
, ~
-i-I - -M-- I ~ f
T
-l-+- ~i::::~]:__~~_.- ,--t--- •.. -.-~+-+_.+-- -






















































MS~C490 NR/GO LAUNCH 820+8S
MS~C490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20+BSWt7























, ! , , . ' , ' !
--..--+---.--
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- 8 - .
- 4
- 2: a 2 4 8 8 ta te







MSFC49D NR/GD LAUNCH 82o+B5
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH 82o+85Wl?





















SCALE 0.003' I SCALE
PAGE 125
ORBITER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE ~F B~~STER B~DY
tl!8
RErERENCE INrORMATION
$REr 15.8580 $Q IN
LREr 11.0950 INCHES
























MSrC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20+B5
MSrC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20+B5W17
MSrC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20+B5W17V17
i I , I : r
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ORBITER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF BQOSTER BODY








MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH 820+8S
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20+BSW17
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH 820+8SW17V17
REFERE"'CE IN~ORMATION







,It'0e- II Q II 4 8
elF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
















ORBITER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF BOOSTER BODY
It108•42o- 2- 4-.- 8-10
: I t --t- -~. ! I























































MS~C490 NR/GD LAUNCI1 BZo+BS
MS~C490 NR/GD LAUNCI1 BZo+BSW1?







































































MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH e2D+e5
MSFC49D NR/GD LAUNCH e2D+e5W1?
M$FC49D NR/GD LAUNCH e20+e5W1?V1?
REFERENCE INFORMATION
$REF \5.8580 $Q IN
LREF 3.09S0 INCHES
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ANGLE
- 2 0 2 4 •








































ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- 8810
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
HSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH 820+85
HSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20+B5W17






=f-+- i I I 1 ! ~:-'$ ! ' ,-- T'~~I I •





































































































MSFC490 NR/liO LAUNCH 620+6S
MSFC490 NR/liO LAUNCH B20+B5W1?
MSFC490 NR/liO LAUNCH 620+B5W1?V1?
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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ORBITER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE ~F B~~STER BQDY
-4.0
-1.11


























HSFC490 NR/GO L4UNCH 620+6S
HSFC490 NR/GO L4UNCH 620+ElSW17
HSFC490 NR/GO L4UNCH 620+6SW17V17
REFERENCE INFORM4TI0N

















- 8 - 4
ANGLE
- 2 0 2 4 8











ORBITER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF BOOSTER BODY
-4.0 '" ! ! '"~••• t-,'" --t-4 --r- -t--t--r- --'-.-+-+-+--+-+-'--+--+-,-r-I--+-+--r-+-+-+-~'I--r-r --Ef:--~ '-""-rl--' ---r' -t- •~--t--+- -H-c--~,f-- t- - -t - -. --i-t-r --r-t--t-
















































MS~C49D NR/GD LAUNCH B2D+B5
MS~C49D NR/GD LAUNCH B20+B5Wt?
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ANGLE
- I! a 2 4 II


















ORBITER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF BOOSTER BODY





















t • 0 r-+-++-+-t-t---1f-+-+--+++-+-+-J-JI-I-+-+++-+-+--+-Jf-I-+-+-++-+-+--+-J,I-+-+-++-+-+--Ir-I-+-+-++-f
1.489
CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
HSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH 620+e9
HSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH 620+e9W1?











- " - 4
ANGLE
- 2 0 2 4
"~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES














dRBITER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE GF B~GSTER B~DY












































HSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH El20'El9
HSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH El20+El9Wt7
HSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20+B9W17V17
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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t •• ++ _t-~i=
--t--++-+-H-++++-Hf-t-t++-t-HH-t-+++-HH-t--t-+-+-·~~-t~-+--+--+- -rt--
I.., l
=t=Ftt =-- -*'-~'.-=- - -- -+-~- - - - =t:j'-t .::'+~t:t=-
-+- .t--. . t::J_





SREF 15.8580 SQ IN
LREF '.0950 INCI1ES






- 2 0 2 • e
ClF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES















MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCI1 620+63
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH 620+65W17




























































- 2 0 2 4 •
~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA. POSITN ORB INC






























MS~C490 NR/GO LAUNCH 820.85
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0.000 0.000 0.000 t.DDD SRE~ t5.1I'IID SQ IN
0.000 0.000 0.000 t.DDD LRE~ 3.09'0 INCHe:S
BRE:F 11.0990 INCHe:S
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MSFC490 NR/GO Ll\UNCH B20+B'W17Vl7
MSFC490 NR/GO,Ll\UNCH B20C4BW14+B'Wl7Vl7
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ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
1.911B
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC490 NR,GD L4UNCH B20+B3Wl?Vl?
MSFC490 NR,GD L4UNCH B20C4BW14+B3Wl?Vl?
MSFC490 NR,GD L4UNCH B20C4BW14VB+B3Wl?Vl?
REFERENCE INFORMATION









































































- a - a - 4 - I a I a a to
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
D4TA SET SYMBOL CON~I~UR4TION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON ELVORB REFERENCE INFORMATION
1"1122041 ~ MS~C490 NR/~D L4UNC" BZO+BSWt7Vt7 a.ooo 0.000 SRE~ 15 .IISIID SQ IN1"1121941 MS~C490 NR/~O L4UNCH BZOC4BWt4+BSWt7Vt7 11.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LRE~ 1I.09S0 INCHEs
111122141 <> MS~C490 NR/~D L4UNCH BZOC4BWt4V9+BSWt7Vt7 11.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 BRE~ 11.0990 INCHEsIIMRP 0.0000
TMRP 0.0000
ZMRP 0.0000
sCALE O.OOliS SC4LEHACH 0.11011
PAGE 251
8~DSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE ~F C~MPLETE ~RBITER. BETA =6 DEGREES
-4.0 + ' fT -r •~'t- t tl~: ..I··' ,-= =::.:~~ =~-:::e-~ =: '-=::=f:::': ." .-C~~-. ::: :::t:F t.: .....::-f.=- ::':-t~'~,"~t--r .. .. .._f- .-1-- --t - ' - --- . -+
~f-r- .. .- I-~ .'- .. -t-o
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MS~C490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20+11'Wt?Vt?
MS~C490 NR/GO LAUNCH 1120C411Wi4+11,wt?Vt?
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MS~C49D NR/GD LAUNCH B2D+BSW17V17
MS~C49D NR/GD LAUNCH B2DC4BW14+BSW17V17

























B~OSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF COMPLETE ORBITER. BETA = 6 DEGREES
-4.0
-I ••
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MS~C490 NR/GD L4UNCH B20+B5Wl?Vt?
MS~C490 NR/GD L4UNCH B20C4BWI4+B5Wt?Vl?
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CvNFIGURATlvN OESCRIPTIVN BETA ELVATR AILRVN ELVORB REFERENCE INFORMATION
(H3220A 1 9 MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH BZO+BSW1?Vl? 8.000 0.000 SREF IS.8'80 SOl IN(H3219AI MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20C4BWI4+BSW1?Vl? 8.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF S.09'0 INCHES







B~CSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE ~F C~MPLETE ~RBITER, BETA =6 DEGREES
'" l' '1'~=.:-.1.:::: =t:·t=t=~ :=t:--t---T-... .-t.--t---t---r~t-t_-+;__+--t-t- t......--i-T-t--+--t -t1r-+-t-+-t-i--jJJ-"'~~-++-I1---t-+-++-l-i-"--+r_I-_··t~~l~ 'r" t ! - . t" ~ I
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I 1lIl!21 A I
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC490 NR/GO LIoUNCH Bl!0+B5W17V17
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4BW14+B5W17V17

























BOOSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF COMPLETE ORBITER. BETA = 6 DEGREES
'.11I .' , , • , .1 . t

























































-I' -\0 - II










MSFC49D NR/GO LAUNCH B2D+B5W17Vt7
MSFC49D NR/GD LAUNCH B2DC4BWt4+B5Wt7Vt7

















SREF IS.1I5110 ISQ IN
LREF ~.0950· INCHES
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14sFC490 NR/GO L"UNC" B20+BSW1?Vl?
14sFC490 NR/GO L"UNC" B20C4BWI4+BSW1?Vl?















SREF 15 ••S60 sq IN
LREF 1I.09S0 INCHES









































































MSFC49D NR/GD LAUNCH B20+B5Wt?Vt?
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4BWt4+B5Wt?Vt?

















SREF 15.8580 SQ IN
LREF 3.0950 INCHES
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MSFC490 NR/GD LIIUNCH BZO+B5Wl?Vl?
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH BZOC4BWI4+B5Wl?Vl?































B~~STER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE ~F COMPLETE ORBITER. BETA = 6 DEGREES
.0.0 . -=-::j' -i" ,:..:.. :j=t=. '~t1·_· ...•....- ...- ..--'c-. --=... :.=t.:. ..... _. - -~:- .: 3J.:'.~. . I:. f. !
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HSFC49D NR/GD LAUNCH B20+B5WI?Vl?
HSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4BWI4+B5WI?VI?
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B~~STER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE ~F C~MPLETE ~RBITER, BETA = 6 DEGREES
=T.::r =r -
-t-.. -t- -j ---. t-·









































MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20+B'WI?VI?
MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20C4BWI4+BSWt?VI?
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BOOSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF COMPLETE ORBITER. BETA =
.11411 ..~ -l··'tI.J·t:. :.t:=f··.~:··t='
--:-11.: .I-t-'...-
.- + I ... --+-. t·· .--- =t: --
.111'
=-r j.:.::::~

















































MS~C4"O NR/GD LAUNCH B20+e'Wl?Vl?
MS~C4sa NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4eWI4+e'Wl?Vl?

















SRII!:~ 1'.41'410 SO IN
LRE" S.os,o I NCHlI!:ll
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BOOSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF COMPLETE ORBITER. BETA =
.040 ~··:~---1- -;- ~:'f-----~l ~l~l~: ~ti±: -
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l1aFC490 NR/~O LAUNCI1 eZO+e5wt?vt?
I1SFC490 NR/GD LAUNCI1 BZOC4CWt4+C5Wt?Vt?

























8~OSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE ~F COMPLETE ~RBITER, BETA =
.... -- ••.. +.. ·-t· ... _. r-- .>-i--~~.-•.. 1-- -- ···-·t f----- - f- . -
.01' ~-f= f-+- -t-
6 DEGREES
I I. I
.--. --t -- I·
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MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20+BSWt?vt?
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH 820C4BWI4+BSW1?Vt?
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ANGLE eF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES ,






MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20+B'W17V17
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4BW14+e'W17V17
































BOOSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF COMPLETE ORBITER. BETA =6 DEGREES
,-+ ..+-.... +- +- . . --1·-~ t -
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DATA SET SY14BOL
InZ20AI 0




14SFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20+BSWI?VI?
MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20C4BWI4+6SWI?VI?


























Be~STER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE ~F C~MPLETE ~R8ITER, BETA = 6 DEGREES
.40 ~~ _ -It-:+--: ~j-...=t .-=t. - f- -- -f- f--+-- -, - f-t:1--t- :J ~!.
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- 2 a 2 4 8 8 10 12




1 JI221A 1 0
MACH
CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
MS~C490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20+BIWI7VI7
MS~C490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4BWI4+BIWI7VI7

























B~~STER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE ~F C~MPLETE ~RBITER, BETA =6 DEGREES
••0 ~!. -I ·1 - . !.. I.! .--t-. _L- __ _... i- >-.._. -I -- - .--.: I . !.I I !
~"--l'- ·-·tt-t·t· .--- - .-- :~i~=! . ·_+ .. t -t
--=-_.:'-"j'.:'-: ... - t'- to:: . r ++-- -J..i-T-·
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ANGLE ~F ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CATA SET SyHBOL
C 11l220A I 0




HSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20+B5WI?Vl?
HSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20C4BWI4+B5WI?VI?
HSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20C4BWI4V8+B!WI?VI?
1.455
BETA ELVATR AILRON ELVORB REFERENCE INFORHATION
8.000 0.000 SREF IS.8~80 :SQ IN
8.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 1l.0950 IINCHES








SCOSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF COMPLETE ORBITER, SETA =6 DEGREES
.40 ~:--~--_::: -=s-~:~-_:~-- --r-+-- - - ~H-=f--~-+ T- -. -- !-1!--
1--- -+ - - - -t +-- -~-+- - t '':::'--- ~:-t- - ---+-~t--- , -t - I--~- +- -H---. -. -t:~-
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MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20+B!lW1?Vl?
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4BW14+B!lWl?V1?

















SREF l!l • e !leo SQ t N
LREF 1l.09!10 tNCHES
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6 DEGREES
--f· _1__ 1.· 1. 1 I.
-+ +-+- -. .._~.- ... -...-
""1--+ _..•- t· + -
-+---i- -4--, -.~_.
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MS~C49a NR/GD LAUNCH B20+BSW1?Vt?
MS~C490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4BWI4+BSWt?Vt?

















SAE~ tS.IISIIO SQ IN
LRE~ 1I.09S0 INCHES






B~~STER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE ~F C~MPLETE ~RBITER. BETA =


























































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
D.\TA S£T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON ELVORB REFERENCE INFORMATION







BOOSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF COMPLETE ORBITER. BETA =
.40 1.\ I 11 .-\--1.1- I-I---!--
~.·-I.-"-- - ~ -.- f----r-t---
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ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL
I 13220A) 0
I t32t 9A 1 15.
I J322tA \ 0
MACH
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH BZO+BSWITVIT
MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH BZOC4BWt4+BSWITVIT
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL





MSFC490 NR/~D LAUNCH B20+B'W1TV1T
MSFC490 NR/~D LAUNCH B20C4BWt4+B'W1TV1T


































. f-+- .- f- -- f- '- ._-- - .1 _.~. _~ 1 I I I I • I I
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MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20tB5Wt?vt?
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH 820C48Wt4tB5Wl?Vl?
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-+-4_ +-. ·-1.-···1.1_1.. I _I I -f-·
-t-~- t---~ --. t .·-t-Hw r--.;-~ r---+-t ··t--'r-~-,.-- .. _+-+...• -t -
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•as ~. .'1-...... t..-- ---+ '!"-
~_.•
••0
BOOSTER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE OF COMPLETE ORBITER, BETA
•40.1.1 I! • L~f' ·'1#·1·"1" ."""~-r-· ... - -" ..·-..--.. -t-· -.t. ---.. ..
..-+ ..•-. ,.... -4 ·r-·+-4--. ..-





















































MSrC490 NR/GD L4UNCH B20+BIIW1?V1?
MSrC490 NR/GD L4UNCH B20C4BW14+BIIWt?VI?

























BO~STER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE ~F C~MPLETE ~RBITER, BETA =6 DEGREES ALPHA=O.
• •.• . . -t·-.--··.. -·· ·_·t .~~ - -r-- - .- t-~-t --- _·-t- ._- - ~ •..•..
-. I • -,-+-,--,·t-- . -. --.-- - f-~+-f- .c-. , ,_·t-·, - -t-t--'f-~
.1' -~.~.l,--t---~-. --' ·t-- --I ,..---- -- -- f- f- g-'1 '-~~J---f- .f-f-- ~-~~~
....+-+ -- ..- -- -












































-.400.0 0.1 t .0 t.1 2.0 2.1 5.0 5.1 4.0 4.1 1.0 1.5
MACH NUMBER
DATA ~ET SYHB~L C~NFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(J322qAI (.) HSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH BZO+BIWt?vt?
(J3219AI Zl HSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH BZOC4BWt4+BIWt?vt?
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8~~STER BUILDUP IN PRESENCE ~F C~MPLETE ~RBITER, BETA =6 DEGREES
••0 ~~.~-=.t~~- -=-Ll-1:.-L-~:Ll:l :: .: l:l1=t--- _-"--t- -~ ...:1±_:+_ :t-~!--! --- 't-- L~__ ~-+---t----+- --t- --t-- -- --+--r-f- --+--+- - ~+-- -t--- -~.-4-t-"t - -- -t--t--.






































MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B2D'B'W1?Vl?
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B2oC4BW14'BSW1?Vl?

















SREF 15.6560' SQ IN
LREF 5. 09'0 INCHES
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MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH BZO+B5W1TV1T
MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH BZOC4BW14+B5W1TV1T

























































MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20+BIIWt?YI?
MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20C4BW14+BIIW1?Yt?
MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20C4BWt4Y8+BIIWt?Yt?
ALPHA
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A3209A-A3208A IB20W14 + B5) - IB20 + B5)


























































A1I2D9A-A3208A 1620W14 + 651 - 1620 + aSI
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A32094-43208A (B20W14 + B'l - (B20 + B'l












SREF t'.II'IIO: sa IN
lREF 3.09'0: I IolCI1ES
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ANGLE DF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES





1132094-4320611 IB20W14 + BS' - 1820 + 85'





















B~~STER BUILDUP INCREMENTS IN THE PRESENCE ~F THE ~RBITER 8~DY
• •• 0 " ,,-,~--.-.-~t-t-I-~IHf-l---1---1-+--t-+-t-+-+-t--+--+--+--~+-+-++-+-+-+-+-+-+--- --t--t -- --~-- -. -t---T--~-1I-+-+-+--+-~-<I-+-+-+-+-4-1"""+-++-t-1~t-+-+-+-+-~-I-+-+-+-+----l~......+--t- _-t- - ---~-t-- t-_· ~--~-
t--t-+-i .i-+-+-++4H-+-+-+-t---+-+-f--+-+-+-+-if--t-+-t--+-+-+---+-4-+-+-+--+--1f--t--+---t---t----t-t-t--~~1=t=-_ j-j-~t t l I
~t-+--t-+-+-+-+-+--+--+-+-+-+-4-4-4Hf-t-t-+-+-++++-+-+--+-+-+-4-4-4-4f-t-t-+-+-+-t-+-+- +-+-+--+- '-.
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432094-43Z09A CBZOW14 + BS) - cBZO + BS)





















8~~STER BUILDUP INCREMENTS IN THE PRESENCE ~F THE ~R8ITER BODY
_-4.-..--.i-- -_1r-"':-_,. .•. -.-..L.+-t-t-f-+-+-_+_-<-'-----j! , . ;','1-, '-1 I i -. -.-.....-. ·-tT-r-· -·i--r ··r-- . r-·r-~1 ,- "I -,-i---~--tt-f---t--t--r·~i-~ I I I .-- - --r--r-~-
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ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
04T4 SET SYMBOL
I 432211e 1 0
I 4322111' ~ Zl
"'4CI1
CONFIGUR4TION DESCRIPTION
4321194-43211~4 IB211WI4 + 551 - 1520 + 55l




















B~~STER BUILDUP INCREMENTS IN THE PRESENCE ~F THE ~R8ITER 8~DY
••• • •~. ,"
I i-=4=F: ~t-+-~-+- ...-t--t-t- i=FF -r..".1 ~L
-t-i-r-- ..-oj" ! t- ··-t'++-
•••
r-+--+-+-+-+-+-+---4--l-f--+-+-++-+-+-+--l-I-t-+-+-++-t-f-l-lI-t-+-+-+-+-+-+--lHI-+-+-+--+-.. -- - -~~ -
1-+-~~+-+-+-+++++-+-+-+-+-I-I----1f--r-.......+-+-+--t--+-+++++-+-+-+-+----1-1~~+-+- t-+-+-t-t··- - -_.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SV14BOL
I A3220e 1 0
I A32201' 1 ZI
MACH
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
A3209A-A32D8A IB2DW14 + B5) - IB20 + B5)




















B~~STER BUILDUP INCREMENTS IN THE PRESENCE ~F THE ORBITER 8~DY
, , ,
" If ,~~== -~l~ ±-' i I --f-t-- ->-I----rl .:= =t=t= .t 't' 1 ~ t: i r 'tr-+++-rl+t- I +--if-+--+-+-+-+-+--il-+-+-+-+-t--+-I--+-+-+-+---t---+--l-~+-- >-=t-~! ~+~ .t~ t-+-' .. ·1+ ! .•




































A1I209A-A1I2D$A (B20W14 + BlI) - (B20 + BlIl












SRE~ 1 1I.1I11110 so IN
LREF S.09110 INCHES
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B~QSTER BUILDUP INCREMENTS IN THE PRESENCE OF THE ORBITER BODY
_.-••-..•.. -t--~"i- "-T--',--- .... '-_.-t--'-.---j-+-+-+-r----t-- -t-+--+--+- I ~-'--~'-':'
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AS209A-A3208A (a20W'•• a') .. (a20 • a,)












SREF t, •• '.0 'SQ IN
LREF 3.09'0 INCHES
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA se:; SY>1BOL
('"\:32206) 0
( A3220? ) lS.
CON~tGURATtON OESCRtPTION
AS209A-A320eA IB20W14 + BS) - (B20 + BS)
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A3209A-A3208A 1620W14 + a5) - la20 + a5)












SRE~ 15.8580 SQ IN
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A3209A-A320eA (B20W14 + B5' - <B20 + B5'












SREF 15. e5eo SO IN
l.REF 3. 0950 I NCM£S
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL
<A32208' (]
1 A3220., , n
CONYIGURATION DESCRIPTION
A3209A-A3208A <B20W14 + B5) - <B2a + B5)












SREY 15 ••5.0 SQ IN
LREY 3.0950 INCHE:S




SCALE 0.0035 I SCALE
PAGE ~93
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BOOSTER BUILDUP INCREMENTS IN THE PRESENCE OF THE ORBITER BODY
L_L--L ~_1 __11_t-+_+_+-!'-+-1~+-++-+-+-~~++-+-+--'-~++-4-+-l--l-...J-~-4-~~1 4-' •~., J ~--- j -rT- --r-+-r-- -t"j--i-
















































432094-432084 IB20W14 + B5) - IB20 + B5)




















8~~STER 8UILDUP INCREMENTS IN THE PRESENCE ~F THE ~R8ITER B~DY
~11~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~4~--11_-r'~--1 ~-~-.­iii'














































A1l209A-A1l208A IBZOW14 + B5) - IBzO + B5)
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B~~STER BUILDUP INCREMENTS IN THE PRESENCE ~F THE ~RBITER BODY AND WING
-4.G =IJI~ ~~I~Ei~~- -:-~;~~ ~'-~ -- ----f-f-. ._~ ~~;+=±~~ ~~t'~~~F-=l:::Et_--
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MS~C490 NR/GD LAUNCH B2DW14+BS
MS~C490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4B+BS
MS~C490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4BW14+BS
0.000
- It Q It 4
















SCALE o.oass I SCALE
PAGE 426
I ••
BOOCTER BUILDUP B/B IN PREcENCE OF ORBITER BODY
I •• ~~-t'----i+--+'---t--+--+;,--+---",-~----'~-=--~~~I~-=-~-=-~~~~-=-~-=-~~~~-=-~-=-~~-=-t-=-~-=-~~~~-=-~-=-~~-=-t-=-~-=-~~-=-t-=-~-=-~~-=-t-=-~-=-~~-=-~-=-~-=-~l_t--..:...----+-._'t-'.--'-+'---~ .=t-~ ---




































MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B2DW14+B'
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4B+B'






SREF 1' •• '.0 SQ tN
LREF 5.09'0 INCHES





- a a a 4 •
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREEC'
BETA CANARD ORB INC POSlTN
0.000 0.000 4.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 4.000


















!, ,\-~. .- +--r- _·t •
I I I .~--+-i-: , t! I --+- -I
































8QOCTER 8UILDUP 8/8 IN PREcENCE OF OR81TER 80DY
t ••
-0.2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREEC'
DATA SET SyMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA CANARO ORB INC POStTN
(M5245A 1 9 MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCM BeOWI4+B5 0.000 0.000 4.000(M3249AI MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCM BeOC4B+BS 0.000 0.000 0.000 4.000
IH52."'AI <> MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH BeOC4BWI4+BS 0.000 0.000 0.000 4.000
MA.CM 1.098
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF' 15.8580' SQ IN
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MSFC49D NR,GD LAUNCH B20W14+B5
MSFC490 NR,GD LAUNCH B20C4B+B5











































































ANGLE aF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREE~
-a••
-ta -to










MSFC490 NR;GD LAUNCH BZDWI4+e5
MSFC490 NR;GD LAUNCH eZOC4e+e5


















SREF 15.6560 SQ IN
LREF 3.0950 INCHES
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MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20WI4+-B'
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH BZOC4B+B'


























B~OCTER BUILDUP B/B IN PREtENCE ~F ~RBITER B~DY












































- 8 - e - 4 - e a e 4 ..
ANGLE CJF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREEc
DlITlI SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA CANARD ORB INC POSITN
IHS245A) ~ MSFC49D NR,GO LAUNCH B20WI4+BS 0.000 0.000 4.000'HS249A) MSFC490 NR,GO LAUNCH B20C4B+BS 0.000 0.000 0.000 4.000
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HS~C49D NR/GD LAUNCH B20W14+B5
HS~C49D NR/GQ LAUNCH B20C4B+B5
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MSFC490 NR/GD ~AUNCH B2DW14+B5
HSFC49D NR/GD ~AUNCH B2DC4B+B5
HSFC490 NR/GD ~4UNCH B2DC4BW14+B'
REFERENCE tNFORM~TtON















-'0 - 8 - 8 - 4
ANGLE
- 2 a 2 4 8
elF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREEC'
BETA CANARD ORBtNC POStTN
0.000 0.000 4.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 4.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 4.000
8 to t2
PAGE 434
. ~ , I
-t-- ! I ri-
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MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNC., B20W14+BS
MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20C4B+BS
























B06CTER BUILDUP B/B IN PREcENCE OF ORBITER BODY
'4.0 ~+ -+=:=: -~-+--t--~--+-+-HH-+-++-+-+-+-·t-i1--+-+-4-+--+--+-.J-+-~~·- ~f--Lt= =~~.= I_••~ .l- ~_rr
































, • 0 t-+-+-:l_=p..o'f~::..t-+--1I--I-+-4-4--I--+-1---+-1-1I-+-+-4--I--I--1---+--+-II-I-+--1-4-+-+-1--+--1I--I-+-+++-+--t-;-t-t-+-;
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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ClF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREEc





MSFC49D NR/GD L"UNCH B2DW14+B5
MSFC49D NR/GD L"UNCH B2DC4B+B5
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MS~C490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20wt4+e~
MS~C490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4B+e~


























8~~CTER BUILDUP B/B IN PREcENCE ~F ~RBITER B~DY
•••a T Im~E -'- -~_.-'-;':;:~~=~'--+-+-++'=t=~~~~=~=+=+=~=~~~~=~=t=t=t=tjt~=~'=:t--"'i --1~+-1~ :Ti; .~! .














































MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20W14+B'
MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH BZOC4B+B'
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH BZOC4BW14+B5
1.098
- 2 0 2 4
rJF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREEC'













































• e 0 e 4 e
~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREEc
BETA CANARD OR81NC POStTN
0.000 0.000 4.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 4.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 4.000
1.451'
CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
MS~C490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20W14+B5
MS~C490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C48+85
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MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20W14+B5
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH e20C4e+el
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH e20C4eW14+el
- 2 a 2 4 II
~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREEc
BETA CANARD ORB INC POSlTN
0.000 0.000 4.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 4.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 4.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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MSFC.90 NR/GD LAUNCH BZOWI4+B5
MSFC.90 NR/GD LAUNCH BZOC4B+B5


















SREF 15 ••5.0 SQ IN
LREF 1l.09'O INCHEs






B~OCTER BUILDUP B/B IN PREcENCE ~F ~RBITER B~DY
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MS~C490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20Wt4+B5
MS~C490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20C4B+B5
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MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20W14+B5
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4B+B5


















sREF 15.8580 SQ IN
LREF 11.0950 INCl1tS








SREF IS.GSGO SQ IN
LREF 3.09S0 INCHES













- 2 a l! 4
CJF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREEc







MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20WI4+BS
MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20C4B+BS
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MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20WI4+BS
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4B+BS


















SREF IS.8S80 SQ IN
LREF 3.09S0 INCHEs
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BOOCTER BUILDUP B/B IN PREcENCE OF ORBITER BODY
.040 ~t-tI _ ~l __~-_. ---
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MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B2Dwt4+B'
MSFC490- NR/GD LAUNCH B2DC4B+B'
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~~~CTER BUILDUP B/B IN PREcENCE ~F ~RBITER B~DY
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MS~C490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20Wt4+B'
MS~C490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20C4B+B'


















SRE~ 1'.8'80 SQ IN
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800CTER BUILDUP B/B IN PREcENCE OF ORBITER BODY
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HSFC49D NR/GD LAUNCH B2DW14+BS
HSFC49D NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4B+BS
























BOQCTER BUILDUP BIB IN FREcENCE QF ORBITER BODY
.040 ~;-L.1 .. :~~ '11..t .. :1.1.. ~" :-;::.+=-:"'.' +--.-l--f-t-f--·
_1_ 1 . ~_.. '- ....·1 -.t=+=t= r-f--i=
.011 ~=.:..-
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MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH eaOWl4.es
MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH eaOC4e.e,

























f-- --·1 -f+- .! . ~=11 .. t1.... -+.! _. !
•~--~. '''t '+t-' --. +
, -r .- . ·t··· +.
--I--~ t . f---f + t..·
--~".=F
800CTER BUILDUP 8/B IN PREcENCE OF ORBITER BODY
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MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCM B20W14+65
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCM B20C46+65
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCM 620C4BW14+BS
t.958
BETA CANARD ORB INC POSlTN REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.000 4.000 SREF 15.8580 SQ IN
0.000 0.000 0.000 4.000 LREF 11.0950 INCMES






.. 1 1 1
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-~. L-t-
. .-. -- ...
BoctcTER BUILDUP B/B IN PREcENCE QF ORBITER BODY
-:+-- ---I --~. -~-
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HSFC49D NR/GD LAUNCH e20wt4+BS
HSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH e20C4e+B5
HSFC49D NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4BW14+B5
O.SOO
BETA CANARD ORBINC POStTN REFERENCE INFC'RHATION
0.000 0.000 4.000 sREF t5.SSS0 SQ IN
0.000 0.000 0.000 4.000 LREF 3.0950 INCHES






B~~CTER BUILDUP BIB IN PREcENCE OF ~RBITER BODY
.40 ~··t.--'~-E--~l'l"=f--'- --.--~JE··-i~'-'~-.-_. - -
r---+-~ --. - !.- - - ,-+- , f-.
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MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20WI4'BS
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4B'BI
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HS~C490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20W14+B5
HS~C490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4B+B'


































































































MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20W14+B5
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4B+B5


























800CTER BUILDUP B/B IN PREcENCE OF ORBITER BODY









MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20W14+BS
MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20C4B+eS
MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20C4BW14+BS
REFERENCE INFORMATION










- 2 0 2 4 II
CJF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREEC'
BETA CANARD ORBINC POSlTN
0.000 0.000 4.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 4.000
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MS~C490 NR/GD LAUNCH BeDWI4+B5
MS~C490 NR/GD LAUNCH BeOC4B+B5


























B~~rTER BUILDUP B/B IN PRErENCE ~F ~RBITER B~DY
.40 I I I I!. _ .. _...... - _ _ I- .- - + .
::1-:::'. I -_.~-- __ I_~ ~--~
.,- I.- ~- -_.1-- f-
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-Ie -10 - e
- 41
- 4 - 2 a 2 4 e 10 Ie
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREEc
DATA SET SYMBOL
113245.\1 [.)




MSFC49D NR/GD LAUNCH B2DWI4+B5
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4B+B5





















































B~~CTER BUILDUP BIB IN PREcENCE ~F ~RBITER 8~DY
.4'1:...--: -~j _ :~ =-_ -t-- ,:- -.--
r----- +---1-- -- f-- -+ f- ~
~.- - t +- - -t- f->--
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MSFC49D NR/GD LAUNCH B20W14+BS
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4B+BS




























SREF 15 •• '.0 SQ IN
LREF ~.D9'0 INCHES












MSFC49D NR/CD LAUNCH B2DW14+B'
MSFC490 NR/CD LAUNCH B2oC4B+B'
MSFC490 NR/CD LAUNCH B2oC4BW14+B'
- III 0 2
" •OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREEC'
BETA CANARD ORB INC POSlTN
D.ooO 0.000 4.000
O.ooD 0.000 0.000 4.000










4II- 2- 4- B- B
B~~CTER BUILDUP B/8 IN PREcENCE ~F ~R8ITER 8~DY
A + II- ... -_.-
-t--+-+ ..t-
.=+=+=1=
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MSFC490 NR/GD lAUNCH B20W14+B5
MSFC490 NR/GD lAUNCH B20C4B+B5
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BO~CTER BUILDUP 8/8 IN PREcENCE ~F ~R8ITER 8~DY
·1 1











MS~C490 NR/GO LAUNC~ eZOWI4+BlI
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNC~ B20C4B+BlI
,",SFC490 NR/GD LAUNC~ B20C4BWI4+B'
I
RE~ERENCE IN~ORHATION







'.11'.04.'e.o e.' a.o a.' 4.0
MACH NUMBER
BETA CANARD ORB INC POSlTN
0.000 0.000 4.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 4.000





















































f-+· ... -l r.11 . , I! I I
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MSFC49D NR/GD LAUNCH B20W14+B5
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4B+B5
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4BW14+B5
0.000
BETA CANARD ORBINC POStTN REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.000 4.000 SREF 15.115110 sa IN
0.000 0.000 0.000 4.000 LREF a.0950 INCHES
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BOOCTER BUILDUP BIB IN PREcENCE OF ORBITER BODY









































MSFC49D NR/~D LAUNCH 820W14+89
MSFC490 NR/~O LAUNCH 820C48'85
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MS~C49D NR/~D LAUNCH B20W14+BS
MS~C490 NR/~D LAUNCH B20C4B+BS
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MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH BZOWI4+B5
MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH BZOC4B+B5
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MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20WI4+B'WI?
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IoISFC49D NR/GD LAUNCH B2DW14+B'W17





















BO~CTER AND ~RBITER BUILDUP,B/B
MACH 1.100
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.~¥ -. - 8 - 4 - Z a 2 4 8 IS 10 leANGLE elF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREEC'
T JL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD BETA ELVATR POSITN REFERENCE INFORMATiON






























ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREEC
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MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20Wt4+B5WtT
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MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20WI4+B5Wl?
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ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREEc
DATA a~T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IH~248AI () MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20W14+B5Wl?
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MSPC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20Wt4+BSWt7






















e~~~TER AND ~RBITER BUILDUP,BIB
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ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREEc
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CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
MS~C490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20W14+BsW17
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MSFC490 NR/GD lAUNCH B20WI4+B'WI7
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8QQCTER AND QRBITER BUILDUP. BIB
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LREF lI.0950' INC ..ES
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HSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20W14+B5W17
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MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH BZOWI4+BSWI7
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BOrJCTER AND rJRBITER BUILDUP,B/B
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B~~CTER AND ~RBITER BUILDUP,B/B
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MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20W14+B3Wl?























































































MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20wt4+B5wt?






















BOOCTER AND ORBITER BUILDUP,B/B
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